
Art Screenprinting: Living Proof Print Collective
Technology, printmaking, and your own creativity will bring your art ideas to life!
Here's a back-up, if you'd prefer: Explore the world of printmaking with computers and screenprinting!

Week of:
1-9        Intros, names, show prints; first print
1-16      Design lecture; pass around prints with verbal and journal response
1-23      Cut out shapes; inking and monoprint      
1-30      Pick and research artist(s); research
2-6        Present; design review, history of screenprinting
2-13      Image search; image editing
2-20      Image editing; critique, editing
2-27      Coat, expose screens; print
3-5        Print; show work

We've been spending some time with the MN art and language arts (technology) K-12 standards and have found some 
points that can be helpful in how we build the class. We're hoping that dedicated time for journaling can provide some 
opportunities for reflection and building on literacy/ writing goals.

Standards addressed (in italics are ways we will bring them into the curriculum): 
Art
6.3.1.5.1  Assemble and prepare personal artworks for public exhibition

Present prints on last day, invite parents to come early (all pick-ups since there are no buses!)

           .2  Revise presentation based on feedback of others, self-reflection, and artistic intent.
Group critiques in class before final prints

6.4.1.5.1  Respond to or critique a variety of creations or performances, using artistic foundations
Entry in artists journal responding to class-provided pieces of artworks

Language Arts
5.8.5.5  Presentation of Knowledge and ideas - Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas  
or themes.

Powerpoint presentation on artist selected from instructor-provided list

     7.7 Distinguish among, understand, and use different types of print, digital, and multimodal media. a. Make informed judgments about messages promoted in the mass  
media

Informal pair-and-share on design, devices and impacts of mass media images

     8.8 Media Literacy - Create an individual or shared multimedia work or digital text for a specific purpose (e.g., to create or integrate knowledge, to share experiences or  
information, to persuade, to entertain, or as artistic expression.)

Powerpoint presentation on artist selected from instructor-provided list
6.7.7.7 Research to Build and Present Knowledge - Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when 
appropriate.

Powerpoint presentation on artist selected from instructor-provided list

   9.7.7 Understand, analyze, and use different types of print, digital, and multimodal media - 
a. Evaluate mass media with regard to quality of production (e.g., film, television, radio, advertisements). 
b. Evaluate mass media with regard to accuracy of information, bias, stereotype, purpose, message and target audience (e.g., film, television, radio, video games, print  
and digital media, advertisements).

Instructor facilitated powerpoint lecture and class discussion


